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adidas  
Concept and copy

Helped concept the central 
creative idea, came up with a 
more female-focussed tone of 
voice, plus wrote in all CLIMA 
communications channels.





Short Case

www.adidas.com

Challenge 
Come up with a year-long concept that utilised top athletes, and positioned CLIMA as 
a facilitator to continue training and ‘getting out there’ even in extreme weather 
conditions from HOT (climachill) to freezing COLD (climaheat). 

Approach 
Alongside the creative team, helped come up with the year concept ‘Not made for 
normal.’ I then explored and defined a female athlete-friendly tone-of-voice that 
matched the female focus for this year. It used couplets that combined athletes’ voice 
with the product so the two were entwined. This made it work well across all channels 
including retail and social media, and the product benefit could directly be portrayed 
as the athlete’s benefit too. A win for a brand with a product and influencer athlete-
led approach. I also wrote a filmic product demo for Climaheat ‘Forget Cold’. 

Results 
Increased sales and gained a positive reaction from female athletes using or wearing 
CLIMA. 

http://www.adidas.com


adidas  
Your adidas app launch

Helped concept a tone-of-
voice, and wrote all the copy 
inside the new your adidas 
app (currently launched in US 
and UK only).



Mint & Berry  
TOV and copy

Copy for their autumn/winter 
seasonal app, an interactive 
astrology chart based on your 
birthday.





Short Case

www.mint-and-berry.com

Approach 
Worked with their internal team to 
concept the tone-of-voice and write 
copy for their autumn/winter app.  

http://www.mint-and-berry.com


SolidNature & RevealRox 
Brand strategy, positioning work,TOV work, collection 
naming and copy across multiple channels including 
social media and email marketing.

SolidNature and RevealRox 
are a luxury stone ‘new world’ 
challenger brand; plus they 
have an own-brand stone 
collection.



Hazel Cream Koanian 
Onyx

revealrox.com



Sky ‘The Face’  
Social buzz campaign

During London Fashion 
Week, took to the streets to 
advertise new programme 
‘The Face’, getting votes for 
#teamErin, Naomi or Caroline. 





Short Case

Sky ‘The Face’

Challenge 
Promote new show ‘The Face’ with models Naomi Campbell, Erin and 
Caroline using a social stunt (for buzz) outside London Fashion Week. The 
super-fan with the most tweets would get their face on a massive billboard 
outside Westfield shopping Centre. 

Approach 
To harness fashion blogger and influencers’ ‘Faces’ outside the show, plus 
kick off social media by getting them to  support their favourite model. The 
one who showed the most support becomes ‘The Face’ on a poster at 
Westfield Shopping Mall and features in a short film. 

Results 
A photographer was sent along with branded frames, and each blogger’s 
face captured, alongside their twitter handle, then tweeted for them to 
retweet. They were also given a retro branded polaroid. 95% of those 
photographed joined in the campaign, while the winning influencer tweeted 
over 500 times, others also tweeted to join in, with a total reach of 1000s.



Ella’s Kitchen 
PR driven testimonial campaign

Who better to advocate your 
brand than the babies who 
eat your food? A campaign 
with a PR focus.





Short Case

www.ellaskitchen.com

Challenge 
Ella’s Kitchen organic food pouches are made from organic ingredients and 
what they call BIG TASTES, these are tastes to excite and tickle little ones’ 
tastebuds. They are now one of the leading baby food brands in the UK and 
Europe. 

Approach 
Create a highly PRable Big Taste Test, a scientific experiment where the tastes 
in pouches are tested, baby by baby, and their visible and physiological 
reactions are recorded – so we can prove these tastes are exciting for them. 

Results 
Alongside The Thrill Lab and Mischief PR, a scientific test was put together 
with a specially designed baby Thrill-O-Meter that recorded physiological 
reactions through baby’s skin. The results were not only very interesting to 
see, but overwhelmingly proved Ella’s Kitchens ingredients are exciting for 
babies. This campaign also won a PR campaign of the year award.

http://www.ellaskitchen.com


OVG Real Estate 
Re-brand and tone-of-voice work for 
their new company EDGE Technologies

Last January OVG needed some 
strategic copy thinking as they 
launched Edge Technologies, a 
tech offering that makes any 
building in the world healthier 
and more sustainable.



Short Case

www.edge.tech

Challenge 
Bringing a hard to understand and technical real estate concept to life 
in simple, inspiring ways that everyone can understand. 

Approach 
OVG is already a forward-thinking real estate company, one of the 
leading in the Netherlands, with a lot of interesting things to say. We 
turned their new tech offering EDGE Technologies’ concept that ‘the 
world needs better buildings’ into a commitment to change the world 
(and the world of real estate) through three core principles: wellbeing, 
sustainability and design. Ideas came to life in a variety of medium, 
including print, website, Linkedin and online press release articles. 

Results 
Launched January 2018 EDGE Technologies is already one of the 
leading real estate tech companies in the world. It is winning 
certifications and awards for sustainable building development.





Samsung home 
appliances 
Social buzz content and campaign for their new showcase 
fridge

Alongside famous food artist 
Carl Warner, demonstrate 
how the Samsung FSR keeps 
food fresh, and accessible, via 
a special door.





Short Case

Samsung home appliances

Challenge 
Demonstrate the Samsung Showcase Refrigerator has a 
special door, for easy access to your favourite food items, 
and in a sharable ‘viral’ way. 

Approach 
Using food artist Carl Warner, we took an artistic demo 
approach,  in which food becomes an imaginative 
landscape made possible by the FSR. 

Results 
High views of the film, a successful launch and increased 
sales, in part because of the social buzz this little film 
created. 



Bugaboo boxer 
luggage systems 
Influencer and collaboration campaign

Worked on a collaboration and 
influencer concept for 
Bugaboo’s new luggage 
system, reflecting the ‘lets 
people move freely through 
their world’ positioning.





Short Case

www.bugaboo.com/boxer

Challenge 
With Spindler Unltd activated some of the 
brand ideas, and created a new Bugaboo 
Boxer collaborator and influencer strategy. 
With a widely differentiated target market, 
we focussed on ways to reach audiences, 
finding interesting people and brands that 
they would love for a possible partnership. 

http://www.bugaboo.com/boxer


ION-Sei 
Concept and copy for an innovation in 
brushing technology

Naming, total brand concept 
and taking new concept to 
initial market for Japanese 
company Sanyei.



Short Case

www.ion-sei.com

Challenge 
How to bring an innovation in Japanese electric toothbrush 
technology to the western market, in an already crowded arena. 

Approach 
 We created a stand-out brand from the very beginning, 
workshopping names and strategies then bringing the new 
positioning to life. Working with logo and type specialists Or 
Type, we developed a futuristic yet natural look, logo, and initial 
communications including a fair booth and short intro film. From 
the brand positioning of pure joy, to the creative idea of  ‘ionic 
superpowers’, we could marry technical innovation with an 
enjoyment of life, that perfectly suits its health conscious women 
focus. Launched first in Germany and the UK. 

http://www.ion-sei.com




ASICS 
Work with Green Room Brand Design on 
ASICS 2018/2019 campaigns

My role here is to turn brand 
concepts and manifestos into 
actual copy across brand 
retail, social and digital 
channels.



Video/film examples 
Various brands - please view on  
https://vimeo.com/user17749692 

https://vimeo.com/user17749692


NONO fashion Sky ‘The Face’

Adidas CLIMA Ella’s Kitchen



Quick brand showcase



Bio

SJ Threipland

About Sarah-Jane 
Sarah-Jane is a versatile and strategic writer who loves coming up 
with interesting concepts as much as the craft of writing itself. She 
originally trained as an advertising copywriter and has worked with 
top European / London clients and ad agencies for over 14 years.  

She is skilled in writing a variety of copy, focussed to a brief or 
challenge, as well as the more strategic side of comms - working out 
how to reach people with effective conceptual campaigns. 

She is skilled in both short and long copy, currently working for clients 
like adidas, Philips, IKEA, ASICS and Samsung as well as helping 
medium-sized challenger brands position themselves: setting their 
brand positioning, tone-of-voice and creating effective comms across 
many channels. This includes digital channels, brand books, emailer 
programmes, brochures, influencer work and social media.



SJ Threipland, Freelance Conceptual Copywriter

Thank you 
hello@thesarjent.com 

0681179822

mailto:hello@thesarjent.com

